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English modals express either possibility or necessity:

‘The keys might be in the blue box’ POSSIBILITY

‘The keys must be in the blue box’ NECESSITY

→ How do children figure out the force of modals?

Introduction

{can, could, might, may...} = POSSIBILITY 

{must, should, have to...} = NECESSITY
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Children seem to struggle with force:

✓ They over-accept possibility modals in NECESSITY situations (Noveck 2011)

However, their performance improves when a necessity modal is explicitly made salient 
(e.g. Ozturk & Papafragou 2015)

→ Children’s difficulty with possibility modals may be pragmatic

✓ Children over-accept necessity modals in POSSIBILITY situations (e.g. Ozturk & 
Papafragou 2015, Cournane et al. 2020), and do not use them in an adult-like way
(Dieuleveut et al. 2019)

→ Children’s difficulty with necessity modals may be semantic

Semantic and pragmatic challenges of acquiring modal force:

→ How do adults learn novel modal words?

Introduction
Background: children’s difficulties with force
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Introduction
The learning problem

What is necessary is always possible: if learners assume that must means might, no 
‘direct’ evidence that it is wrong 

→ Given this Entailment problem, how good are learners at picking force?

- Do learners ever acquire POSSIBILTY meanings for necessity modals? 

- Do learners ever acquire NECESSITY meanings for possibility modals? 

Entailment problem: must p entails might p

"The keys must be in the blue box"

must =
POSSIBILITY?
NECESSITY?
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Introduction
The learning problem

… because <might, must> form a Horn scale (Horn 1972). 

Scalar Implicatures:

But to derive implicatures, learners need to know that their language has duals 
(unlike, e.g., Nez Perce, Deal 2011)

→ How sensitive are learners to possible scale-mates?

Pragmatic problem: might p suggests not necessary p

"The keys might be in the blue box"

might: true, but 
underinformative
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Given what we know…

‘The keys might be in the box’ POSSIBILITY

‘The keys must be in the box’ NECESSITY

Given our goals…

‘We can go down this road’ POSSIBILITY

‘We must go down this road’ NECESSITY

→ Does learners’ ability to figure out force and scale-mates vary by flavor?

epistemic
(evidence-based)

teleological
(goal-based)

Introduction
The learning problem

Modals express different flavors
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Novel-word learning experiment (with adults!) testing:

1. How good are learners at picking modal force?

2. Are they sensitive to possible scale-mates?

3. Does flavor matter? 

Main findings: 

- Learners generally pick the right modal force, and show sensitivity to scale-mates. 

- One notable exception: Learners assumed POSSIBILITY meanings when learning 
teleological necessity modals. 

→We relate this finding to children’s difficulty with necessity modals and 
argue that overlap in flavor might be more of a problem than overlap in force
for force acquisition

This study
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Outline

2. Experiment

3. Results

4. Discussion and implications for modal acquisition



2. Experiment
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Luke and Mary are friends. For the holidays, they are going to Kabberton, the 
country Mary is from. The language spoken in Kabberton is a lot like English, 
but some of the words are different, so before going, Mary is going to teach 
some Kabberton words to Luke. Your goal is to help Luke learn these words.

You are going to learn 3 new words, one after the other.

For each word, you will first see Mary using the word in diverse situations. 
The sentences Mary says are always correct, because she speaks Kabberton

fluently.

Then, it will be Luke’s turn to use the words. Your task will be to indicate 
whether Luke uses the words correctly or not. Be careful, Luke sometimes 

makes mistakes!

2. Experiment
Methods
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Learn word 0 (control)

Mary : “Luke is dupping the cup ”

2. Experiments
Experimental paradigm
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word 0 (control)

Mary : “Luke is dupping the cup ”

Learn word 1: ‘sig’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys sig be in the blue box’

Training (4 + 8)
NECESSITY situation

2. Experiments
Experimental paradigm
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word 0 (control)

Mary : “Luke is dupping the cup ”

Learn word 1: ‘sig’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys sig be in the blue box’

Training (4 + 8)
NECESSITY situation

‘The keys sig be in the blue box’

Test (18)
POSSIBILITY situation

2. Experiments
Experimental paradigm

YES 
~ might

NO 
~ must
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word 0 (control)

word 1: ‘sig’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys sig be in the blue box’

Training
NEC-situations

Learn word 2: ‘gleeb’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys gleeb be in the blue box’

Training (4 + 8)
POSSIBILITY situation

‘The keys gleeb be in the blue box’

Test (18)
NECESSITY situation

2. Experiments
Methods

Effect of 
knowing a 
scale-mate
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word 0 (control)

word 1: ‘sig’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys sig be in the blue box’

Training
NEC-situations

word 2: ‘gleeb’
e.g. NEC-modal

‘The keys  in the blue box’

Training
POSS-situations

Translations?

dup = ___ 
sig = ___ 

gleeb = ___

2. Experiments
Methods



Teleological scenarios

There are two roads to get to the zebra. 
The blue road is blocked. 

So…

‘To get to the zebra, we sig go down the 
yellow road.’

Epistemic scenarios

There are two hiding spots. 
The green one is empty. 

So…

‘The keys sig be in the yellow box.’

16

2. Experiments
Testing flavors

English: might/must English: can/must
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2. Experiments
English control: test cases (epistemic)

The keys are hidden in one of the boxes.

‘The keys must be in the blue box’

POSSIBILITY situation

‘The keys might be in the blue box’

NECESSITY situation

No Scalar
Implicature

Scalar 
Implicature
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2. Experiments
Conditions: summary

• Experiment Novel-word (Kabberton) (between subjects)

vs. English (control)

• Flavor epistemic (between subjects) 

vs. teleological 

• Force possibility modal (P) (within subjects)

vs. necessity modal (N) 

• Order necessity modal learnt first (between subjects)

vs. second (i.e., knowing a dual)

Expectations:
- When learning a novel modal in NECESSITY situations:

→ Reject it in POSSIBILITY situations (if they learnt it as a necessity modal)

- When learning a novel modal in POSSIBILITY situations: 
→ Accept it in NECESSITY situations, unless they know a stronger dual



3. Results
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96 adult participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (3.1%): 93 participants

‘The keys might be in the box.’

✓ 90.4% ‘yes’

3. Results
Epistemic, first word, English control

P

N

I
✓ 13% ‘yes’

situations

‘The keys must be in the box.’
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96 adult participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (1%): 95 participants

‘We can go down the blue road’ ‘We must go down the blue road’

✓ 97.9% ‘yes’

3. Results
Teleological, first word, English control 

✓ 19.9% ‘yes’

situations

P

N

I



96 adult participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (2.1%): 94 participants

Learning a possibility modal:
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3. Results
Epistemic, word learnt first, Novel-Word (Kabberton)

P

N

I

situations

✓ 23.6% ‘yes’
(Kab. vs. Eng (13%): NS)

Learning a necessity modal:

✓ 81.5% ‘yes’

(Kab. vs. Eng. (90.4%): NS)
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98 adult participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (2%): 96 participants

Learning a possibility modal:

3. Results
Teleological, word learnt first, Novel-Word (Kabberton)

P

N

I

situations

Learning a necessity modal:

✓ 98.6% ‘yes’

(Kab. vs. Eng. (97.9%): NS)
✓ 77.2% ‘yes’

(Kab. vs. Eng (19.9%): p <.0001***)
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3. Results
Comparison between Kabberton and English, word learnt first

epistemic teleological

Kabberton English Kabberton English

Possibility

modal
(in N situations)

81.5% 90.4% 98.6% 97.9%

Necessity

modal
(in P situations)

23.6% 13.0% 77.2% 19.9%

✓ Difference between root and epistemic scenarios

✓ Participants manage to learn necessity modals (without knowing a dual) for 
the epistemic condition, but not for the teleological condition

→What happens when they know a dual?
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3. Results
Epistemic: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals

47.1% 



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton!
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3. Results
Epistemic: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals

***

46.4% 

**

47.1% 



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton
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3. Results
Epistemic: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals Necessity modals

18.9% 

✓ Slightly higher acceptance rate (NS)



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton
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3. Results
Epistemic: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals Necessity modals

48.1% 

18.9% 

✓ Slightly higher acceptance rate (NS)

✓ Similar pattern English/Kabberton



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton
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3. Results
Epistemic: effect of knowing a dual

Necessity modalsPossibility modals

Kabberton

✓ Slightly higher acceptance rate (NS)

✓ Similar pattern English/Kabberton

→ Experimental artefact?

NS

NS
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3. Results
Teleological: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals

87.2% 



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton!
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3. Results
Teleological: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals

***

64.3% 

**
87.2% 



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton!
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3. Results
Teleological: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals Necessity modals

28.4% 



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton!
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3. Results
Teleological: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals Necessity modals

77.2% 

28.4% 

56.9% 

✓ English must: slight increase (as epistemic)



✓ Effect of knowing a dual

✓ Both for English and Kabberton!
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3. Results
Teleological: effect of knowing a dual

Possibility modals Necessity modals

***

✓ English must: small increase (as epistemic)

✓ Significant difference Kabberton/English
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3. Results
Summary

✓ Novel possibility modals (in N-situations):

✓ high acceptance rates for both flavors

teleological

epistemic
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3. Results
Summary

✓ Novel possibility modals (in N-situations):

✓ High acceptance rates for both flavors

✓ Effect of knowing a stronger dual

→ Participant don’t assume ‘possible but not necessary’ meanings

→ They make SI when they have learnt sig before

teleological

epistemic
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3. Results
Summary

✓ Novel possibility modals (in N-situations):

✓ high acceptance rates for both flavors

✓ effect of knowing a stronger dual

teleological

epistemic

✓ Novel necessity modals (in P-situations):

✓ Low acceptance rate for epistemics (23.6%)
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3. Results
Summary

✓ Novel possibility modals (in N-situations):

✓ high acceptance rates for both flavors

✓ effect of knowing a stronger dual

teleological

epistemic

✓ Novel necessity modals (in P-situations):

✓ Low acceptance rate for epistemics (23.6%)

✓ High acceptance rate for teleological (77%) 

(vs. English must: 19.9%)
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3. Results
Summary

teleological

epistemic

✓ Novel possibility modals (in N-situations):

✓ high acceptance rates for both flavors

✓ effect of knowing a stronger dual

✓ Novel necessity modals (in P-situations):

✓ Low acceptance rate for epistemics (23.6%)

✓ High acceptance rate for teleological (77%) 

(vs. English must: 19.9%)

***



4. Discussion
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?
…and implications for modal acquisition
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4. Discussion
Learning possibility modals?

✓ Participants accept novel possibility modals in NECESSITY situations

✓ For both epistemic and teleological flavors

Effect of a knowing a scale-mate:

✓ Decrease of acceptance rate when they know a stronger scale-mate 
(more appropriate)
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4. Discussion
Learning necessity modals?

✓ Participants are able to learn novel necessity modals for epistemics 
(without knowing a dual)

✓ Less clear for teleological: Some participants accept novel words learned 
as teleological necessity in POSSIBILITY situations

Effect of a knowing a scale-mate:

✓ Decrease of acceptance rate for teleological necessity in POSSIBILITY
situations
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4. Discussion
Modal flavors

→Why do participants accept novel necessity modals in teleological 
POSSIBILITY situations?

Problem: saliency of ability interpretations

What matters for the participant (QUD): 
- If it is possible or not (to go down the yellow road)

- vs. if it is possible or mandatory (to go down the yellow road)

Control with English can: 98% ‘yes’ (1st word) (= no SI)

Ability modals: modals ‘without duals’ (Horn 1972, Hackl 1999)

→ Could this be a problem for children learning must?
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4. Discussion
Ability modals

• A problem for children learning must?

Back to children’s difficulty with necessity modals: They over-accept them in 
POSSIBILITY situations (Ozturk & Papafragou 2015, Cournane et al. 2020), and they don’t use 
them in an adult-like way (Dieuleveut et al. 2019)

Children’s exposure to necessity modals is mostly with root uses (teleological, deontic)

→ The salience of ability whenever root necessity is intended could lead 
children to lexicalize a POSSIBILITY meaning for their necessity modals
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4. Discussion
Last takeaways

Overlap of both force (necessity/possibility) and flavor (ability/root 
necessity) present challenges for picking up modal force

Flavor variability matters when testing modal force 

→ Children’s struggles with force reported in the acquisition literature could 
arise in part from issues with flavor, rather than force or scalar implicatures. 



Thanks!
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Appendices
Word Learning Experiment: translations 

- POSSIBILITY modal: can, could, may, might, allow, be able
- NECESSITY modal: must, have to, should
- OTHER: no answer/ I don’t remember/…

 

 translations  

 
possibility 

modal 

necessity 

modal 
be will verb other 

epistemic 

possibility 
78% 4% 4% 0% 0% 14% 

epistemic 

necessity 
8% 48% 29% 3% 0% 11% 

teleological 

possibility 
63% 8% 0% 2% 11% 18% 

teleological 

necessity 
21% 53% 0% 3% 11% 14% 


